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Has it by chance occurred to you that it is the people themselves who are the 
tools of the Creator by which anything is accomplished?  While praying certainly 
does not hurt, but consider the strategy we have been privileged to observe and 
analyze over the last 200 years.  It reveals a definite pattern of deception.

Who is pulling whose chain?

Convincing people to delay acting and instead praying and waiting for the 
Creator to act on the part of the people is counterintuitive.  It gives the 
enemies of liberty the strategic advantage of time.  We have no time to waste! 

We have been played for suckers for so long our behavior has been programmed 
and ingrained.  Just consider…from the moment of our creation…we are like a 
new computer with an empty hard drive.  Information in various forms, parents, 
friends, family, now with the TV and things like Common Core are all a vital part 
of the program to indoctrinate us.  And they are masters at mind control.

So while we have the choice of what we chose to believe and reject what is 
abhorrent to our sense of integrity, ethics and morality, we are the sole judge 
of what we chose to believe.  The Creator made us that way.  So chose to 
believe what ever pleases you but that does not mean we are free to ignore our 
own personal responsibilities as Americans…sovereigns...to act responsibly for 
ourselves and in our mutual interests.  

The only one who can save us is we the people.  But we have been trained for 
generations to be divided.  This is by design.  

Are we smart enough to retain our own religious preferences and at the same 
time reject the process of indoctrination?  A process by which we become 
victims of their insidious mind control?

It cripples so many people who are waiting for someone like Trump to save us. 
But the only ones who can save America is the Americans themselves. 

Sure Trump is helping and a big part of that fact is that it is the people 
attending his rallies who are making the statement.  By massing together and 
demonstrating the true will of the people, the will of the people is finally being 
heard. 

We are seeing for ourselves that it is the strong resonance to what Mr. Trump is 
exposing is what is creating the illusion of a particular position by the people.  
This is how the people speaking out on matters of extreme importance, influence 
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the views of the rest of society.  

By himself, Trump simply is speaking the words the people are too afraid to 
speak themselves.  Had the people been speaking the same language all along 
we would never be in this position of believing we are under their thumb.  We 
are not under anyone’s thumb.  We are as free as we act.  Everything depends 
on the illusion we create. On the illusion we believe.

remember our arch enemy Saul Alinsky has taught his deciples well...both obama 
and clinton, subscribe to his principles.  But one of the most important to 
remember is this….

RULE 1: “Power is not only what you have, but 
what the enemy thinks you have.”   
More proof of the effectiveness…?

Terra-cotta Warriors - Deception in a grand scale.

Critical Strategic Lesson-

We give people the power to push our buttons!  
Well stop giving them the power!  Do not permit them to intimidate or 
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coerce us.  When we make a public appeal to pray...are we not admitting our 
fear? Our weakness?  Have we not sent them a powerful signal they are in 
control?  That they are winning?  (Create a way to initiate the process in a way 
only those involved will understand).

Is that what the Creator had in mind for mankind?  To cower in fear at the 
slightest threat imposed?

praying is important.  If it gives you inspiration, hope and comfort by 
all means pray. But pray in a manner that does not impeded your 
forward progress to march on to victory...

Permit me to share this conversation with the American Hero Thomas Deegan. 
Tell me if this does not resonate with the subject at hand?

The Thomas Deegan Affair – Thomas Deegan One in a million
• 01nov16-thomas-deegan-no-authority-exists-but-the-people

Are we not the victims because we lack the true knowledge of the reality in 
which we have been deliberately and without our consent, thrust?  Have we not 
been manipulated by our enemies?  But in our true reality, the ones we 
control...are we not the ones in charge?

I leave you with those thoughts.  Of course I am a nobody…just another 
sovereign.  And we both understand you are free to accept or reject my 
comments as you see fit.

Thank you for the opportunity to share the vision provided me by what I believe 
is the Creator.  I certainly have no credentials, knowledge or education to 
address these matters on my own.  I am just a dumb old man who knows 
nothing.

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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